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<CN>Chapter 16</CN> 

<CT>Making Provincial Kingship in Early Ireland: Cashel and the Creation of 

Munster</CT> 

 

<AN>PATRICK GLEESON*</AN> 

 

<EPI> ‘It will be Nad-Fraich’s city; everyone’s land will be Nad-Fraich’s. He who 

possesses Cashel he it is who speaks for all Munster […] all Munster will be pledged 

to him’.1</EPI> 

 

This article chapter explores the development of a kingdom of Munster through the 

lens of the evolution of the Rock of Cashel, Co. Tipperary. Traditionally regarded as 

the provincial capital of Munster from at least the beginning of the early medieval 

period, it is argued instead that the provincial status of the Rock emerged out of 

political discourses associated with the creation of a kingdom of Munster during the 

7thth to 9thth centuries. Alternative seas of kingship, rivals to Cashel and the politics 

associated with these early centres of kingship are explored with reference to their 

wider implications for provincial models of later prehistoric and early medieval 

Ireland. 2 

                                                 
1 V. Hull, ‘Conall Corc and the Corco Luigde’, Proceedings of the Modern Language Association, 62  

(1947), 887–909 at 906. 

2 This paper chapter forms part of a Ph.D. undertaken in the Department of Archaeology University 

College Cork, funded by a W. J. Leen Scholarship from UCC and an Irish Research Council 

studentship. I am grateful to Richard O’Brien for providing dates from the NRA’s Cashel road scheme, 

and to the OSI and Kilkenny/Tipperary CoCos. for LiDAR data and aerial photography. Figures 16.7 

and 16.8 were provided by The Óenach Project, funded by an IRC New Ideas grant. I am extremely Formatted: Font: Not Italic



 

 

<H1>Introduction</H1> 

 

In early Ireland, the nexus between authority, genealogy, landscape and place was 

fundamental to the exercise of power. The opening quote, from a tract of c. around 

AD AD 700, Conall Corc and the Corcu Loígde (hereafter CCCL), exemplifies such 

prerogatives through an emphatic statement that for Munster, he who possessed 

Cashel held supreme authority over all the peoples within that land. Only those who 

descended from the paragon Nad-Fraich should be permitted to hold Cashel, despite it 

being the capital of the Éoganachta, a group of dynasties who traced descent to a 

mythical progenitor, Éogan Már, son of Ailill Ólomm. Éogan was said to have 

wrested control of Munster from the archaic polity of Corcu Loígde in prehistory, 

when seated at Knockainy,3 but his great-great-grandson, Conall Corc, established a 

seat of kingship on the Rock of Cashel, a limestone crag which rises from the plains 

of South Tipperary (Figure 16.1).4 From Cashel, Conall established his sons in 

kingdoms throughout Munster, such that thereafter, all important dynasties in Munster 

embodied the eponymic title Éoganachta, combined with the name of their patrimony 

or royal seat. Conall’s descendants, however, soon disintegrated into rival polities 

controlling East and West Munster and thereafter engaged in endemic warfare until 

                                                                                                                                            
grateful to my supervisor, Dr Tomás Ó Carragáin, for encouragement, debate, discussion and 

commentary on many aspects of this research. 

3 Cath Maige Mucrama: The Battle of Mag Mucrama, ed. M. Daly (Dublin, Irish Texts Society, 1975). 

4 M. Dillon, ‘The Sstory of the Ffinding of Cashel’, Ériu, 16 (1952), 61–73; V. Hull, ‘The Eexile of  

Conall  

Corc’, Proceedings of the Modern Language Association, 56 (1941), 937–50; V. Hull, ‘Conall Corc’. 
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the 8th/9th century. Such legend has, with few exceptions, been accepted as 

essentially true since its first incarnation in CCCL in the decades around ADAD 700.5 

The neatness of such narrative, however, belies its artificiality. Even 

superficial scrutiny reveals a far more complex and dynamic picture. CCCL is a 

propaganda tract promoting one Éoganachta dynasty at the expense of others, and as 

it itself intimates, Corcu Loígde were still a formidable force in 7th-century Munster.6 

This paper chapter represents a preliminary exploration of the Rock of Cashel’s 

ascendance to the status of  the pre-eminent seat of kingship in southern Ireland, 

within the context of Munster’s geo-political development during the early medieval 

period. As such, it will attempt to sketch how the Rock was transformed from a royal 

fortress in the 6th to 8th centuries, to a seat of paramount kingship within Ireland. 

 

<H1>Cashel and the Problem of Prehistoric ‘Provincial’ Capitals</H1> 

 

Such an exercise may begin by situating Cashel and the ‘province’ of Munster (Figure 

16.2) within comparative context. The early Irish laws articulate a threefold hierarchy 

of kingship, describing local petty kings, an over-king with several petty kings subject 

                                                 
5 L. Ó Buachalla, ‘Contributions towards the Ppolitical Hhistory of Munster 450–800AD800AD, I’, 

Journal of  

the Cork Historical Archaeological Society, 56 (1951), 87–90; L. Ó Buachalla, ‘Contributions towards  

the Ppolitical Hhistory of Munster 450–800AD800AD, II’, Journal of the Cork Historical 

Archaeological  

Society, 57 (1952), 67–86; L. Ó Buachalla, ‘Contributions towards the Ppolitical Hhistory of Munster  

450–800AD800AD, III’, Journal of the Cork Historical Archaeological Society, 59 (1954), 111–26. 

6 T. M. Charles-Edwards, Early Christian Ireland (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2000), pp.  

488–91; Hull, ‘Conall Corc’, 906.  
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to him, and a king of over-kings.7 Like early lawyers, the synthetic historians were 

wont to schematise; these articulated that Ireland had always been divided into cóicid, 

‘fifths’, usually understood as ‘provinces’.8 Scholarship generally identifies the law’s 

highest grade of king with a provincial suzerain—; a king of Munster, Leinster, 

Ulster, Connaught or Mide. While Ireland may have been divided into five spheres of 

political influence in the 8th and 9th centuries, there is little evidence that such 

structural divisions were enduring facets of earlier political geographies. Although a 

threefold royal hierarchy probably existed since the 5th century,9 there is no necessary 

correlation between the highest grade of king and institutionalised jurisdiction over a 

territory approximating to the later ‘provinces’; suzerainty was personal, an 

agreement between superior and inferior kings only. Although a hegemony may 

normally pertain therefore, it was not institutionalised, and an over-king’s authority 

hinged on the nature and pervasiveness of the allegiances he himself secured and 

commanded. The law tract Míadsleachta articulates this situation best in remarking of 

                                                 
7 D. A. Binchy, Celtic and Anglo-Saxon Kkingship (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1970). 

8 Scholarship on this is extensive. For the literary aspect: A. Rees and B. Rees, Celtic Hheritage: 

Aancient  

Ttradition in Ireland and Wales (London, Thames and Hudson, 1961); for archaeological perspectives:  

C. Newman, ‘Reflections on the Mmaking of a “‘Rroyal”’ Ssite in Eearly Ireland’, World Archaeology, 

30.:1  

(1998), 127–41; B. Wailes, ‘The Irish “‘Rroyal Ssites”’ in Hhistory and Aarchaeology’, Cambridge 

Medieval  

Celtic Studies, 3 (1982), 1–29. 

9 See D. Ó Corráin, ‘The Church and Ssecular Ssociety’, in <AU: Pl. provide author/editor 

names>L’Irlanda e gli Irlandesi nell’alto medioevo, [JC - NO EDITOR GIVEN] 

(Spoleto, Presso La Sede Della Fondazione, 2010), pp. 261–322 at pp. 284–6. 
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the king of Tara, supposedly Ireland’s most hallowed and pre-eminent king, that his 

due was ‘measured by his fist’.10 

Nevertheless, in traditional understandings, each province had a ceremonial 

capital, which is also commonly understood as having existed since time immemorial. 

The early medieval literati however, suggested that by the 8th century the major 

ceremonial capitals of Tara, Uisneach, Cruachain, Emain Macha and Dún Ailinne had 

been abandoned. Tracts like such as the prologue to Felíre Óengusso contrast these 

capitals’ grass-grown state with early medieval Ireland’s flourishing ecclesiastical 

centres:11 

 

<EXT>Cruachain it has vanished with Ailill offspring of victory: fair the sovereignty 

over princes that there is in the monastery of Clonmacnoise.</EXT> 

 

Such propaganda has previously been understood much too literally, principally 

because, in an archaeological sense, these landscapes suggest an Iron Age apogee: 

they share a monumental repertoire which articulates a common iconography 

associated with cultic purpose and sacral kingship.12 Recent work, however, 

highlights the extent to which these landscapes continued being utilised as inherited 

spaces, re-imagined and re-interpreted as they had been for millennia, right through 

                                                 
10 Charles-Edwards, Early Christian Ireland, p. 520. 

11 Félire Óengusso Céli Dé, ed. W. Stokes (London, Harrison and Sons, 1910), pp. 24–5.  

12 Newman, ‘Reflections on the making’Making’: ; Wailes, ‘The Irish “‘Rroyal Ssites”’. See also S. 

Johnston, and B.  

Wailes, Dún Ailinne: Eexcavations at an Irish Rroyal Ssite, 1968–75 (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania  

University Press, 2007) for recent proponents. 
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the early medieval period.13 Poetic hyperbole aside, therefore, it is a pressing issue 

that this evidence for long-lived importance is interrogated to understand the role such 

centres’ played in framing the trajectories of regional kingdoms during the early 

medieval period.  

Regarding the antiquity of the provinces and the ‘royal’ centres, Cashel has 

always represented the proverbial elephant in the room. While some scholars have 

seen fit to envisage Cashel as having evolved organically from a prehistoric sacral 

institution,14 the Rock lacks the type of distinctive monumental iconography which 

                                                 
13 Tara: C. Newman, Tara: Aan Aarchaeological Ssurvey (Dublin, Royal Irish Academy, 1997); C.  

Newman, ‘Re-composing the Aarchaeological Llandscape of Tara’, in E. Bhreathnach (ed.), The 

Kingship and Landscape of Tara (Dublin, Four Courts Press, 2005)<AU: Pl. provide missing book title 

and publication details>, pp. 361–409; C. Newman, ‘Procession and Ssymbolism at Tara: Aanalysis of 

the Tech Midchúarta in the Ccontext of the  

Ssacral Ccampus’, Oxford Journal of Archaeology, 24.:4 (2007), 414–38; for Uisneach: R. Schot, 

‘From  

Ccult Ccentre to Rroyal Ccentre: Mmonuments, Mmyths and Oother Rrevelations at Uisneach’, in R. 

Schot, C.  

Newman and E. Bhreathnach (eds), Landscapes of Cult and Kingship (Dublin, Four Courts Press,  

2011), pp. 87–-113; for Rathcroghan: J. Waddell, J. Fenwick and K. Barton, Rathcroghan:  

Aarchaeological and Ggeophysical Ssurvey in a Rritual Llandscape (Bray, Wordwell, 2009). 

14 For example, E. Bhreathnach, Ireland in a Mmedieval Wworld, AD AD 400–1000: Kkingship, 

Llandscape and  

Ssociety (Dublin, Four Courts Press, 2014), pp. 40, p. 43 and 53–4; E. Bhreathnach, ‘Tara and Cashel:  

Mmanifestations of the Ccentre of the Ccosmos in the Nnorth and Ssouth’, in J. Borsje, A. Dooley, S.  

MacMathuna and G. Toner (eds.), Celtic Ccosmology: Pperspectives from Ireland and Scotland  

(Turnhout, Brepols, 2014), pp. 165–86. 
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that characterises the other major royal centres during later prehistory.15 Indeed, 

despite excavations on the Rock itself,16 as well as analysis of roughlyc 8  km squared 

kilometres of LiDAR data, and aboutc 15 ha of multi-method geophysical survey,17 

there is a persistent dearth of prehistoric monuments, and that absence is echoed more 

generally within the wider hinterland, for instance, in the M8 road -scheme. Indeed, 

the radiocarbon dates from the latter indicate a complete hiatus from about c. AD AD 

100–550.18 While stray finds from the Rock, including a 1st-century AD AD Roman 

fibula, alongside a quantity of Bronze Age metalwork from the wider landscape,19 

certainly suggest an important prehistoric element, this general absence of 

monumental evidence for activity at Cashel prior to the 6th century AD AD is 

significant. Furthermore, the mythologies and origin myths of Cashel and its kings 

                                                 
15 Compare Schot, ‘From Ccult Ccentre to Rroyal Ccentre’, pp. 92–4, with Johnston and Wailes, Dún 

Ailinne,  

p. 199. See also, B. Lacey, ‘Three “‘Rroyal”’ Ssites in Co. Donegal’, in Schot et al., Landscapes of 

Cult, pp.  

149–62. 

16 B. Hodkinson, ‘Excavations at Cormac’s Chapel, Cashel, 1992 and 1993: Ppreliminary Rreport’,  

Tipperary Historical Journal, 7 (1994), 167–74. 

17 For which, see P. Gleeson, Landscapes of Kkingship in Eearly Mmedieval Ireland (unpublished 

PhD thesis, University College Cork PhD thesis, 2014), pp. 396–478. This geophysical survey was part 

of the  

Defining the Rock of Cashel Project, completed in November 2015 and which will be the focus of a  

monograph in preparation.  

18 Richard O’Brien, pers. comm. Excavations reports for this scheme are still being written up. For  

preliminary assessments, see M. Ó Droma, ‘Beyond the Rock’, Seanda, 6 (2010), 24–7. 

19 M. Cahill, ‘A Roman-Ttype Ffibula from the Rock of Cashel’, North Munster Antiquaries Journal, 

24  

(1982), 99–101; National Museum of Ireland (topographical files). 
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themselves suggest that it was vested with kingship only c. around AD AD 400, in 

contrast with, say, those of Tara or Emain, where kingship is invariably anchored in 

remotest prehistory. While some B-ware pottery and a bone dice from the Rock, and a 

6sixth-century zoomorphic penannular brooch from Loughnafina,20 show a significant 

elite component from around AD AD 500, on archaeological grounds, the thesis that 

Cashel was a significant locus of prehistoric sacral kingship, and, moreover, a 

‘provincial’ centre, simply cannot be retained.  

Much of the ‘problem’ of Cashel rests on the origins and nature of the 

Éoganachta, and the probability that Munster was not a unified polity c.in AD AD 

300–700, a fact which that has important implications for the antiquity and genesis of 

early Ireland’s provincial structure. David Sproule has plausibly suggested that the 

Éoganachta were a federation created de novo through a 7th-/8th-century genealogical 

revision.21 Indeed, Clodagh Downey’s analysis of the literature associated with Conall 

Corc, the mythical founder of Cashel, suggests that his very name represents the 

fusion of two different ancestors,22 and by implication, two different polities, into a 

                                                 
20 Hodkinson, ‘Excavations at Cormac’s Chapel’; M. Henry, ‘Loughnafina: Eenclosure’, in I. Bennett  

(ed.), Excavations 1998: Ssummary Aaccounts of Aarchaeological Eexcavations, (Bray, Wordwell, 

2000),  

pp. 200–1; See also, I. Doyle, ‘Mediterranean and Frankish Ppottery Iimports in Eearly Mmedieval 

Ireland’,  

Journal of Irish Archaeology, 18 (2009), 17–62. 

21 D. Sproule, ‘The Oorigins of the Éoganachta’, Ériu, 35 (1984), 31–7; D. Sproule, ‘Politics and Ppure  

Nnarrative in the Sstories about Corc of Cashel’, Ériu, 36 (1985), 11–28. 

22 C. Downey, ‘Medieval Lliterature about Conall Corc’, Journal of the Cork Historical and  

Archaeological Society, 110 (2005), 21–32; C. Downey, ‘Purple Rreign: Tthe Nnaming of Conall 

Corc’, in  
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single, all-encompassing progenitor. If this was a revision whichthat, as Sproule 

suggests, occurred c.  around AD AD 700, more or less contemporaneous with the 

composition of CCCL, then there is little reason to doubt that the two polities affected 

by such a move were the East and West Munster ‘Éoganachta’, namely those located 

traditionally in Cos. Limerick, Tipperary and North Cork, and those based in central 

Cos. Cork and Kerry respectively. 23 As such, the origin of such a fiction would seem 

intimately bound to the creation of a provincial hegemony for Cashel, and this 

constitutes the central core issue of the present paperchapter. 

 

<H1>A Fragmented Sovereignty</H1> 

 

A convenient departure point is the manner in which Conall Corc establishes Cashel 

in the 8th/9th-century texts, The Finding of Cashel24 and The Exile of Conall Corc;25 

these episodes make clear that the kingships of Cashel and Munster were not 

synonymous. In The Finding, Corc was in Cathair Étain Tairb and Temair Eimin 

which were south of Cashel and ‘side by side’ in Mag Femen.26 In the Exile text, Corc 

                                                                                                                                            
K. Ritari and A. Bergholm (eds), Approaches to Rreligion and Mmythology in Celtic Sstudies  

(Newcastle,  

Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2008), pp. 27–53. 

23 Éoganachta is unusual within early Irish kinship nomenclature, being formed with an abstract rather  

than collective suffix: Sproule, ‘The Oorigins of the Éoganachta’, 31. The term is not used in CCCL, 

and  

I have not encountered it before the late 8th century.  

24 Dillon, ‘The Finding of Cashel’. 

25 Hull ‘The Exile of Conall Corc’. 

26 Dillon, ‘The Finding of Cashel’, pp. 68 and p. 71. Mag Femen stretched from Cashel S to where the  

river Suir forms the Tipperary/Waterford boundary: K. Meyer, ‘The Eexpulsion of the Déisi’, Y  

Commented [CE1]: AQ: Please combine notes 24 and 25. 
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is likewise in Cnoc Rafann before going north to Cashel.27 Cnoc Raffan is 

Knockgraffan, south of both Cashel and Loch Ceann (New Inn), and just north of 

Cahir town. Cahir was also known as Cathair Dún Iascaig, which intimates a fortress 

on an island in the Suir now occupied by Cahir castle. Thus, given that Knockgraffan 

is ‘side by side’ with a cathair, Cahir and Knockgraffan may be identified with 

Cathair Étain Tairb and Temair Eimin respectively.28 Similarly, en route north 

towards Cashel, the M8 road -scheme skirted Cahir town, bisecting Knockgraffan 

townland. Here an extensive late prehistoric ritual landscape including numerous 

funerary monuments were uncovered in the vicinity of Cahir/Knockgraffan. 

Significantly, this material testifies that these landscapes were actively being utilised 

as such during the period AD AD 200–600, the period immediately preceding Cashel’s 

significant genesis.29 

When we consider the early associations of what became the East and West 

Éoganachta, this becomes a revealing concatenation. A mythical episode pertaining to 

Conall Corc’s birth states that Conall was fostered by a witch called Láir Derg, and 

consequently he was known as Mac Láire, ‘son of Láir [Derg]’, and hence there 

                                                                                                                                            
Cymmrodor, 14 (1901), 101–35. 

27 Hull, ‘The Exile of Conall Corc’, 949. 

28 Cahir is an anglicisationAnglicisation of Cathair. Similarly, Downey, ‘Medieval Lliterature’, p. 31, 

n. 32 suggests  

Temair Eimin represents a corruption of Temair Femen, ‘the Tara of [Mag] Femen’. See, F. Hogan,  

Onomasticon Goedelicum, (Dublin, Four Courts Press, 1910), pp. 169 and p. 277.  

29 See M. McQuade, B. Molloy and C. Moriarty, In the Sshadow of the Ggaltees: Aarchaeological  

Eexcavations along the N8 Cashel to Mitchelstown Rroad-Sscheme (Dublin, National Roads Authority,  

2009), pp. 23–91, pp. 123–148, pp. 149–91 and pp. 366–70. 

Commented [CE2]: AQ: Is it convention to set 
historical/mythical sites in italics? Usually, italics would be reserved 
for titles of works and non-English terms. Please apply throughout if 
needed. 

Commented [JC3R2]: Recognised convention.  
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existed the sept name Uí Maic Láire.30 This name’s importance is betrayed by the 

genealogies, which suggest that Uí Maic Láire was a term used to encompass 

specifically the descendants of Nad-Fróich, who, as CCCL emphasised, held sole 

prerogative over Cashel (see above).31 Nad-Fraich’s descendants, as a single kindred 

of Uí Maic Láire, account for what is more traditionally designated the East 

Éoganachta. MoreoverFurthermore, although space does not permit detailed 

discussion here, it is clear that in the 6th century the segment of Uí Maic Láire known 

as Síl Cathail, later Éoganachta Glenomain, had been resident in the area around 

Cashel, occupying parts of Mag Femen.32 Uí Maic Láire’s other principal segments 

held lands around Cashel itself, Donohill in west Tipperary, and Knockainy in east 

Limerick, such that, c. around AD AD 500, Uí Maic Láire comprised a distinct 

kindred, and occupied a cohesive territory in eastern Co. Limerick and southwest Co. 

Tipperary.33  

                                                 
30 Hull, ‘Conall Corc and the Corcu Loígde’, 906–9.  

31 M. A. O’Brien, Corpus genealogiarum Hiberniae (Dublin, DIAS, 1962), pp. 195 and pp. 197–9; see  

also, Sproule, ‘The Oorigins of the Éoganachta’, 35. 

32 P. MacCotter, Colmán of Cloyne, (Dublin, Four Courts Press, 2004), pp. 33–40 and 50–62; P.  

Gleeson,‘Defining the Ppolitical Llandscape’, in T. Ó Carragáin (ed.) Insular monasticism 

Monasticism at Toureen  

Peakaun (Bray, Wordwell, forthcoming<AU: Pl. confirm if this can be updated> [JC – looks like it’s 

not yet out]). See also, Hull, ‘Conall Corc and the Corcu Loígde’, 902–4;  

O’Brien, Corpus, pp. 195–234 and 362–6. 

33 Further, Gleeson, Landscapes of Kkingship, pp. 191–300; Gleeson. , ‘Defining the Ppolitical 

Llandscape’;  

MacCotter, Colmán of Cloyne, pp. 52–4; P. MacCotter, ‘Túath, Mmanor and Pparish: Kkingdom of Fír  

Maige, Ccantred of Fermoy’, Peritia, 22 (2012), 211–48.  
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Taking the leading dynasties in the Western Éoganachta polity, these were the 

Uí Cairpre Luachra, descended from Conall Corc’s son Coirpre Cruithnechain, 

‘Coirpre the Pict/Briton’, and Uí Echach Muman, descended from Coirpre’s son Mac 

Cas. The Éoganachta fiction gave these septs the dignity of a dynastic title combining 

Éoganachta with their royal seat’s name.; Ffor Uí Cairpre this was as Éoganachta 

Loch Léin, their seat being the Killarney lakes, Co. Kerry; for Uí Echach, this was 

Éoganachta Raithlinn, named from Raith Raithleann—: Garranes in central Co. Cork. 

Yet, early members of both these dynasties have associations which that suggest their 

5th/6th- century base was maintained further north around Cahir. Coirpre 

Cruithnechain was buried in Fert Coirpre at Loch Ceann, which is a lake at New Inn, 

southS of Cashel.34 Uí Echach’s only early ‘king of Munster’ was Fedlimid mac 

Tigernach (dob. 595), whose father Tigernach is commemorated in the name of the 

mound and hill-fort of Carn Tigernach which overlooks Fermoy, the centre of Fir 

Maige Féne, a subject people of the Síl Cathail from at least the 7th century.35 

Fedlimid is acknowledged by CCCL as king of Munster, but was said not to have 

ruled from Cashel; instead, Fedlimid ‘dug’ Bodumbir, which was close to 

Cahir/Knockgraffan.36  

                                                 
34 Hull, ‘Conall Corc and the Corcu Loígde’, 899; Hogan, Onomasticon Goedelicum, p. 496; cf.  

McQuade et al., In the Sshadow of the Galtees, pp. 166–9 and pp. 184–9. 

35 Byrne, Irish Kings, p. 196. On Fír Maige and Síl Cathail, see P. MacCotter, Medieval Ireland:  

Tterritorial, Ppolitical and Eeconomic Ddivisions (Dublin, Four Courts Press, 2008); P. MacCotter, 

‘Túath,  

manor Manor and Pparish’. 

36 Hull, ‘Conall Corc and the Corcu Loígde’, 905; P. Ó Riain, D. Ó Murchadha and K. Murray,  

Historical Ddictionary of Gaelic Pplacenames: – B (Dublin, Irish Texts Society, 2005), pp. 153–4. For 

this  
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The most likely candidate for Fedlimid’s Bodumbir is Kedrah Fort, a large 

internally ditched enclosure positioned on a prominent hill overlooking Cahir town. 

Kedrah has a NE northeast facing entrance which opens onto a low broad mound. 

Early high- status activity is implied by a find of a projecting ring-headed pin in the 

enclosure ditch, and an E-ware sherd from a ringfort down-slope.37 Immediately south 

of Kedrah hill is Keylong, a townland formed by a long linear arrangement of narrow 

fields orientated northeast/southwest, possibly preserving some form of processional 

routeway. This interpretation is lent some credence by royal avenues commonly being 

so orientated,38 but also, because this townland stretches for 5 km from Kedrah, to an 

11th century kingdom boundary near Inneoin, (Mullaghnoney), an important royal 

site connected with the Osraige and Déisi.39 This distinctive iconography of Kedrah 

recalls that of other late prehistoric ‘royal’ sites.40 If its identification as Bodumbir is 

accepted, then a combination of evidence indicates an important early centre of power 

                                                                                                                                            
‘dug’ motif see D. Mac Giolla Easpaig, ‘The Ssignificance and Eetymology of the Pplace-Nname 

Temhair’,  

in Bhreathnach (ed.), Kingship and Landscape of Tara, pp. 423–48 at 440–8; P. Gleeson, ‘Constructing  

Kkingship in Eearly Mmedieval Ireland: Ppower, Pplace and Iideology’, Medieval Archaeology, 56 

(2012), 1– 

33 at 18. 

37 M. Cahill, ‘Mr Anthony’s Bbog Ooak Ccase of Ggold Aantiquities’, Proceedings of the Royal Irish 

Academy  

94C (1994), 53–109, at 108; B. Raftery, A Ccatalogue of Irish Iron Age Aantiquities (Marburg, 

Magistrat  

Der Universitatsstadt, 1983), p. 164 and Figure 140; National Museum of Ireland (topographical files). 

38 See Gleeson, ‘Constructing Kingship’. 

39 MacCotter, Medieval Ireland, pp. 217–8. For Inneoin: Meyer, ‘The Expulsion’, 123–4. 

40 Consider Newman, ‘The Mmaking of a Rroyal Ssite’; Wailes, ‘The Irish “‘Rroyal Ssites”’’. 
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around Cahir, which, moreover, precedes the development of Cashel, and therefore 

may have related to some polity who competed with Cashel and its kings for control 

of the South Tipperary plains, namely West Munster groups who are associated with 

this district in pseudo-historical literature. In this context, Conall Corc’s itinerary in 

The Finding and Exile may represent an attempt to assemble in microcosm, and at 

once nullify, the claim any royal landscape might have formally possessed to 

sovereignty over a regional or supra-regional polity in this part of Munster.  

 

 

<H1>Cashel and Knockainy: The Origins and Genesis of ‘Éoganachta’</H1> 

 

While, if nothing else, the preceding suggestions simply serve to underline the 

possibility that there were other alternatives seats of power in Munster during the 

early centuries of the 1st millennium ADAD, we might pursue such analysis by 

considering the character of Cashel’s landscape. Although much has been written 

about Cashel’s archaeology in the 12th century and later, when Cashel it became the 

seat of an archbishopric,41 the nature of the earlier royal landscape has not received 

adequate attention. Discerning the Rock’s archaeological composition during the 

period AD AD 300–800 is incredibly difficult, principally because it has been 

extensively quarried in recent times. Nonetheless, there is evidence that the limestone 

crag’s entirety was once enclosed. Indeed, on the northeast corner a large steep rock-

cut gorge is hewn out of the Rock. This man-made feature, which narrows as one 

ascends it, is clearly stepped in parts, suggesting that this may be the original entrance 

                                                 
41 Further, P. Gleeson, ‘Kingship and Aarchitecture in 11th and 12th Ccentury Cashel, Journal of the  

Society of Church Archaeology, 15 (2011), 1–16. 



to the summit. Similarly, on the steep north slope the defensive character of the 

natural topography has been enhanced by the placement of ditches, stretches of rubble 

walling, large orthostatic blocks, and through the natural rock outcropping being cut 

down on either each  side to create an impression of freestanding walls (see Figures 

16.3 and 16.4).42 The combined effect of this augmenting of the steep slopes is in 

parts a sheer vertical wall, c.about  6–7 m high. While LiDAR data shows a maze of 

inter-cutting earthworks, banks and ditches on the westernW slopes, extensive 

quarrying here precludes clearly elucidating whether such features relate to those on 

the north face. More pertinently, on the south/southwest face a large rectangular 

enclosure situated on a natural platform, abuts the steep break in slope immediately 

southwest of the present summit enclosure (see Figures 16.3 and 16.4). This feature 

itself is enclosed by a curvilinear ditch, which appears to describe large enclosure 

around the south and southeast face of the Rock. Although truncated by the the road 

which that forms the present entrance to the Rock, it is possible that this feature may 

also have enclosed the steep eastern face of the Rock. This suggestion is supported by 

the presence of two curvilinear banks on the Rock’s northeast corner, adjacent to the 

rock-cut entranceway, which aerial photography shows to radiate southeast, before 

being truncated.43 The orientation of these banks matches the orientation and 

projected course of the features on the south/southeast slopes, suggesting at least one 

large enclosure around the Rock (Figure 16.4). 

                                                 
42 For detailed analysis and discussion: Gleeson, ‘Landscapes of Kkingship’, 416–37. For parallels:  

E. Campbell, ‘Royal Iinauguration in Dál Riata and the Stone of Destiny’, in R. Welander, D. Breeze  

and T. Clancy (eds), The Stone of Destiny: Aartefact and Iicon (Edinburgh, Society of Antiquaries of  

Scotland, 2003), pp. 43–60, at p. 54. 

43 These are visible on DOEHLG AP image 050125. This interpretation has been verified by recent 

geophysical survey. 
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While a host of other new features and monuments located through recent 

geophyscial surveys support the contention that the limestone crag of the Rock of 

Cashel was contained within a series of concentric enclosures, the sheer scale and 

evidently defensive character of the features discussed here invite comparison with 

British ‘nuclear forts’.44 That a fortified element was an integral aspect of Cashel is 

clear from a chronicle record that Brian Ború (dob. 1014) fortified Cashel in 996,45 

and from poetic names for the Rock, like such as Dún Cuirc, ‘the fortress of [Conall] 

Corc’.46 Most pertinently, the very name Cashel itself suggests that a fortified element 

was intrinsic to the Rock from a very early period; Old Irish Caisil is a derivative of 

Latin castellum, and moreover, one which that Edel Bhreathnach has plausibly 

suggested was mediated into Irish from Western orf Northern Britain.47 From the 

inception of its name, then, Cashel was composed according to a template designed to 

connote a military purpose and supremacy. While this resonates with the nature and 

monumental language of 5th- to 7th-century polities throughout Northwest Europe, 

where seemingly fortified centres constituted one of the pre-eminent symbolic, 

political and religious arenas for discourse and display amongst post-Roman 

                                                 
44 L. Alcock, Kings, and Wwarriors, Ccraftsmen and Ppriests in Nnorthern Britain ADAD 550–850 

(Edinburgh,  

Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, 2010); L. Alcock, E. Alcock, and S. T. Driscoll, ‘Reconnaissance  

Eexcavations 3: Eexcavations at Dundurn’, Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, 119  

(1989), 189–226, particularly 179–200; A. Lane and E. Campbell, Excavations at Dunadd: Aan Eearly  

Dalriadic Xcapital (Oxford, Oxbow, 2000). 

45 Annals of Inisfallen CELT database, 995.6: http://www.ucc.ie/celt/published/T100004/ ([last 

accessed 20 –June6–  

2012)], 995.6. 

46 Dillon, ‘The Finding’, 71; Hull, ‘The Exile of Conall Corc’, 942. 

47 Byrne, Irish Kings, p. 184; Bhreathnach, ‘Tara and Cashel’. 
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communities, the role of fortification in polity formation in Ireland has not 

traditionally been considered by scholarship. Nevertheless, recent work has 

highlighted a number of sites which that bear a striking similarity to defended or 

enclosed power centres of post-Roman British polities (e.g. Dunadd or Dinas 

Powys).48 Notable examples include the Giant’s Sconce, Co. Derry, identifable with 

Dún Ceitheirn, a major royal centre in 7th-century Ulster,49 and equally, Dunamase, a 

rock outcrop reminiscent of Cashel, where excavation has shown that the late 12th-

century Anglo-Norman castle’s curtain wall overlies early medieval fortifications, 

albeit ones not yet closely dated.50 Thus, the possibility that Cashel was a fortified 

rock outcrop, while atypical of major so-called ‘provincial’ centres, is nevertheless 

                                                 
48 C. McSparron, and B. Williams, ‘Early Mmedieval Ssettlement in Nnorth Antrim: Tthe 

Ssignificance of  

Doonmore and Drumadoon’, Ulster Journal of Archaeology, 70 (2011), 35–44. See also, G. Dowling,  

‘The Aarchitecture of Ppower: Aan Eexploration of the Oorigins of Cclosely Sspaced Mmultivallate 

moMnuments in  

Ireland’, in R. Schot et al. (eds), Landscapes of Cult, pp. 213–31. 

2011. For British sites, see Alcock et al., ‘Reconnaissance Eexcavations’; Alcock, Kings and 

warriorsWarriors,  

pp. 179–200; Campbell, ‘Royal Iinauguration’; Lane and Campbell, Excavations at Dunadd. 

49 AU: Annals of Ulster CELT database, 629.2; 681.1: <http://www.ucc.ie/celt/online/T100001A/.> 

([last accessed 20 June 20–6–12)], 629.2; 681.1. 

50 B. Hodkinson, ‘A Ssummary of Rrecent Wwork at the Rock of Dunamase, Co. Laois’, in J. Kenyon 

and K.  

O’Connor (eds), The Medieval Ccastle in Ireland and Wales (Dublin, Four Courts Press, 2003), pp. 

32– 

49, at pp. 33–5. 
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paralleled within Ireland. , and Rregardless, some form of defended, militarised 

element would seem to be intrinsic to the Rock, connoted indeed, by its very name. 

That the primary phase of Cashel’s landscape was principally militaristic is 

also suggested by a concentration of large enclosures to the south and east (Figure 

16.5). Beginning southwest of the Rock, moving east/northeast, one finds a 

quadrivallate enclosure in Ballinree, a bivallate enclosure crowning Windmill Hhill, a 

trivallate enclosure crowning Rathordan hill, a quadrivallate enclosure at 

Rathnadrinna and a bivallate enclosure at Moanameagh. The similarity between these 

enclosures is more than morphological: they are all positioned topographically on 

areas of high ground and hilltops with commanding views south and east, and 

moreover, they are normally usually inter-visible (Figures 16.5 and 16.6). These are 

but a few such monuments which that define a cordon which stretches from Cashel, 

east to Rathmooly near Killenaule.  

A parallel for this series of enclosures is found in that suggested by Conor 

Newman as demarcating and delimiting the sacred core of Tara. Newman intimates an 

early date (late Iron Age) for these enclosures. Certainly, as Ger Dowling also 

suggests, this class of monument does appear to be distinct from, and earlier than, the 

more ubiquitous ringfort, commonplace in the Irish landscape.51 However, contra 

Newman and Dowling’s reasoned assessments, there is as of yet no credible example 

of such a monument dating to the late Iron Age (AD AD 0–400). Rather, comparable 

enclosures, including Garranes (c. 450–550/600), suggest a 5th- to 6th-century date 

for the class, which agrees well with the fact that multivallate ringforts marginally 

pre-date univallate ringforts, whose construction concentrates in the 7th to 9th 

                                                 
51 G. Dowling, ‘The Aarchitecture of Ppower’, in R. Schot et al. (eds), Landscapes of Cult, pp. 213–31;  

Newman, Tara, pp. 198–205; Newman, ‘Re-composing the Aarchaeological Llandscape’. 
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centuries.52 A 5th- to 6th-century date for these defensively orientated monuments at 

Cashel would certainly be suggestive, and would agree with the probable radiocarbon 

evidence from the M8 road -scheme, which indicates an explosion of activity in about 

ADc. AD 500, as well as evidence for activity on the Rock itself at that date in the 

form of B- ware.53 These enclosures can, moreoverfurthermore, legitimately be 

regarded as defensive, describing a cordon which that delimits and controls access to 

the Rock of Cashel and its core landscape. Significantly, the threat these monuments 

appear to be pre-empting emanated from the south and east, internal to Munster, a fact 

which that militates goes against the idea of Munster being a unified entity in the 6th 

century. Clearly, Cashel was far from a ‘provincial’ seat at its inception. 

Within such an understanding, one might ask whether Cashel was preceded by 

another royal landscape as Uí Maic Láire’s caput? The Éoganachta origin myths 

would infer precisely that; they imply that Knockainy in east Limerick was their seat 

prior to Conall Corc’s mythical foundation of Cashel.54 While the absence of the type 

of diagnostic iconography at Cashel one might expect if it were a late prehistoric 

royal and cultic sanctuary militates against prehistoric importance, Knockainy’s 

archaeology presents an entirely more amenable picture.  

                                                 
52 T. Kerr, Early Christian Ssettlement in Nnorth-Wwest Ulster (Oxford, Archaeopress, 2007), p. 99. A.  

O’Sullivan, F. McCormick, T.  Kerr, and L. Harney, Early Mmedieval Ireland: Tthe Eevidence from  

Aarchaeological Eexcavations (Dublin, Royal Irish Academy, 2013), p. 65. For Garranes, see S. P. Ó  

Ríordáin, ‘The Eexcavation of a Llarge Eearthen Rringfort at Garranes, Co. Cork’, Proceedings of the 

Royal  

Irish Academy, 47 (1941), 77–150. 

53 Hodkinson, ‘The Eexcavation of Cormac’s Chapel’; See also, Doyle, ‘Mediterranean and Frankish 

Ppottery’. 

54 See Cath Maige Mucrama, (ed.) Daly. 
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Knockainy, from Cnoc Áine, ‘the hill of [the goddess] Áine’,55 is a kidney-

shaped hill with both an east and a west summit. This hill sits at the centre of the 

largest concentration of late prehistoric barrow monuments in Ireland, as well as a 

modest but significant cluster of late- and post-Roman material culture (4th –to 6th 

centuries), including the Balline hoard (late 4th- century hacksilver).56 That 

Knockainy may have been a locus of ritual since the Neolithic is suggested by two 

‘cursus’-like monuments, orientated north-–south and north-east –to south-west, 

crowning the west and east summits respectively. Despite problems pertaining to 

these monuments’ dates,57 they clearly describe a landscape of some importance. The 

nodal point of Knockainy’s landscape is a prominent cairn crowning the east summit, 

known as ‘Doonainy’ (Figure 16.7). This is surrounded by a sub-rectangular 

enclosure that appears to have been entered from the northeast, where a northeast-–

southwest orientated bank defines an approach. Geophysical survey suggests that this 

enclosure either enclosed a timber-henge, or had a substantial internal palisade.58 Part 

of this enclosure’s bank overlies the eastern cursus, while also utilising the bank of a 

ring-barrow which is one of five linearly arranged in a north-–south string. Apart 

from numerous other large and impressive barrows surrounding the summit, the most 

significant monuments are a possible large (c. 300 m diameter) enclosure, and a 

massive figure-of-eight structure. 

                                                 
55 T. F. O’Rahilly, Early Irish Hhistory and Mmythology (Dublin, DIAS, 1946), pp. 286–9. 

56 See P. Gleeson, ‘Assembly and Eelite Cculture in Late Antique Europe: Aa Ccase Sstudy of Óenach  

Clochair and the Balline Hhoard’, Journal of Irish Archaeology, 23 (2014), 171–87. 

57 See T. Condit, ‘Avenues for Rresearch’, Archaeology Ireland, 34 (1995), 16–18; See also, Gleeson,  

‘Constructing Kkingship’; Newman, ‘Procession and Ssymbolism’. 

58 Gleeson, Landscapes of kingshipKingship, pp. 269–87. 



The large enclosure is problematic, in that while the northern arc is clearly 

visible in aerial photography, geophysical survey which that expected to find the 

southern portion of this putative feature, failed to identify any definitive evidence. 

However, the strength of the response from the natural geology hampered the survey, 

such that the geology has certainly masked significant archaeological features.59 If a 

legitimate feature, aerial photography suggests the extant portion is internally ditched, 

which militates againstruns counter to allowing classification as a ‘hill-fort’.60 This 

would suggest imply that comparison with ceremonial enclosures like such as Raith 

na Ríg at Tara is appropriate, even if tentative.61  

More definite, and indeed, suggestive, is the figure-of-eight structure.; 

Llocated south of Doonainy cairn, this consisted of a c. roughly 40 m enclosure, with 

a smaller c. 15 m enclosure accessed from the south, and containing a series of large 

centrally -placed pits, appended to its west.62 This type of monument appears to 

embody a type of temple architecture of Iron Age date, and thus far, has only been 

found at a very select group of exceptionally important major late prehistoric ‘royal’ 

                                                 
59 J. Nicholls, ‘Report on Aarchaeological Ggeophysical Ssurvey for tThe Óenach Project: Knockainy 

West,  

Co. Limerick’ (unpublished report, Target Archaeological Geophysics, 2011). The enclosure around  

Doonainy Cairn, clearly apparent in LiDAR for instance, failed to register in geophysical survey. 

60 Pace E. Grogan, The North Munster Project, vol. 2: Tthe Pprehistoric Llandscape of North Munster  

(Bray, Wordwell, 2005), pp. 52 and p. 64. 

61 For these parallels: C. Lynn, Navan Fort: Aarchaeology and Mmyth (Bray, Wordwell, 2003); 

Newman,  

Tara; H. Roche, ‘Excavations at Ráith na Ríg, Tara, Co. Meath’, 1997’, Discovery Programme  

Reports, 6 (2002), 19–83; Schot, ‘From Ccult Ccentre to Rroyal Ccentre’. 

62 Nicholls, ‘Knockainy West, Co. Limerick’.  
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sites in Ireland (e.g. Dún Ailinne, Emain Macha).63 Its presence at Knockainy, 

therefore, is thus highly significant, intimating, as it does, a monumental iconography 

which suggests Knockainy is eminently comparable to other late prehistoric 

ceremonial centres associated with the rituals and ideology of sacral kingship. 

Significantly, the Roman material from the hinterland, alongside the monuments on 

the hill itself (e.g. several ringforts),64 intimate activity in the late Iron Age and early 

medieval periods, reinforcing the possibility that Knockainy preceded Cashel as Uí 

Maic Láire’s caput, but continued in importance through later centuries, when 

documented as a seat of local kingship.65 

Perhaps the most telling piece of evidence in favour of a shift within the polity 

of Uí Maic Láire, from Knockainy to Cashel, is the name of the inauguration stone of 

Cashel’s kings, Leac Cothraige. Padraig Ó Riain has argued that this stone preserves 

the polity name Cattraige,66 that of a tribal group settled around and to the east of 

Knockainy, and who controlled hereditary offices at Emly, the chief church of Cashel 

and Munster’s kings. The name Leac Cothraige, therefore, intimates that the Cattraige 

performed an important part of the inauguration ritual of Cashel’s kings, a function 

                                                 
63 See Lynn, Navan Fort, pp. 31–2; Johnston and Wailes, Dún Ailinne, pp. 13–6; Waddell et al.,  

Rathcroghan; See also, J. Mallory, The Oorigins of the Irish (London, Thames and Hudson, 2013), pp.  

287–96. 

64 Gleeson, ‘Defining the Ppolitical Llandscape’. 

65 Gleeson, ‘Defining the Ppolitical Llandscape’; P. Ó Riain, D. Ó Murchadha, and K. Murray, 

Historical  

Ddictionary of Gaelic Pplacenames: – A (Dublin, Irish Texts Society, 2003), pp. 32–3.  

66 P. Ó Riain, ‘When and Wwhy Cothraige was Ffirst Eequated with Patricius?’, Zeitschrift fur 

Celtische  

Philologie, 49–50 (1997), 698–711. 



likely to originate in their role in investing an over-king of Uí Maic Láire at 

Knockainy.67  

 While the archaeological evidence for Knockainy’s importance concentrates 

in the early centuries of the 1st millenium ADAD, this contrasts markedly with that 

from Cashel, where it is difficult to sustain an argument that the Rock was a major 

centre prior to ADAD 500, at the earliest. Indeed, combined with the evidence 

adduced above for what is here termed the militarisation of Cashel’s landscape, 

through the enclosure and fortification of the Rock itself, and the demarcation and 

control of that landscape, it seems clear that there was some form of shift within Uí 

Maic Láire during the 6th and 7th centuries, which saw their centre of power move 

eastward to Cashel. That there is good evidence for an alternative, and likely opposed, 

centre of power south of Cashel suggests that that shift is related to the ascendance of 

Uí Maic Láire over a polity seated here, a group, who I suggestposit, may be 

identified with what became the West Munster Éoganachta, and who, in origin, were 

likely titled Corcu Loígde.68 Indeed, Tthere is evidence for a third powerful and 

competing polity in this region in the form of the Osraige, based in Co. Kilkenny, but 

who, in mythology, are said to have ruled the South Tipperary plains from Inneoin, 

Mullaghnoney, before being ejected by the combined forces of Uí Maic Láire and the 

Déisi c.in about ADAD 500.69 In this regard, the possibility that Kedrah fort is linked 

to Mullaghnoney by a large ceremonial way, is more than a little intriguing. In any 

case, the important point from the foregoing is that Munster was clearly not a single 

unified entity during the period ADAD 400–700. This matter requires far more 

                                                 
67 Further, Gleeson, Landscapes of Kkingship, pp. 191–300. 

68 Gleeson, Landscapes of Kkingship. 

69 See Meyer, ‘The Expulsion’. 
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consideration than it can be given here,70 but at the crux of the matterit is the fact that, 

if the polities encompassed by the Éoganachta genealogical fiction (the East and West 

Munster Éoganachta respectively) were not previously genealogically related, then 

one can take CCCL, the earliest expression of that nascent genealogy, as effectively 

the charter of a newly formed polity and dynastic federation. CCCL’s core dialectic 

was the production of a system of fictive imagined consanguinity which wove all of 

Munster into a unified tapestry of fictive kinship. It is ‘rarely possible to disentangle 

the weft of fact from the warp of fiction’,71 but the position CCCL accords Cashel is 

likely probably an effect of it being simultaneously propaganda composed to further 

the interests of Síl Cathail, Uí Maic Láire’s ruling line, specifically.72 Although it 

granted the dignity of descent from Conall Corc to peoples that mattered, Cashel 

belonged to Nad-Fraich, the eponymous ancestor of Uí Maic Láire and Síl Cathail.  

 

<H1>Making a Province: Assembly</H1> 

 

A prerequisite for describing Cashel as the ‘capital’ of Munster is clear evidence that 

the polities of West Munster, particularly Uí Echach Muman and Uí Cairpre Luachra, 

were beholden to Cashel, as mesne lordships within a hierarchy, rather than 

independent kingdoms outwith the authority of Cashel’s kings. The earliest definitive 

evidence that this had been achieved is represented by the promulgation of a law 

called Cáin Fhuithirbe by Finguine mac Cú Cen Mathair, a Síl Cathail king of Cashel, 

                                                 
70 See further, Gleeson, Landscapes of Kkingship, pp. 191–300; Gleeson, ‘Assembly and Eelite 

Cculture’. 

71 Newman, Tara, p. xii. 

72 MacCotter, Colmán of Cloyne, pp. 33–40. 



in Mag Fhuithuirbe next to the seat of Uí Cairpre on Loch Léin.73 That CCCL’s 

earliest linguistic stratum is likewise late 7th century suggests implies that here we 

have the origins of the Éoganachta federation and Munster’s ‘provincial’ kingship.74  

The exercise of power within that newly created polity was more pervasive 

than the aetiological realm—, it extended to ceremonial practices and structures of 

assembly, and, moreover, the question of authority over royal sites themselves. 

Evidence from CCCL, for instance, suggests that Síl Cathail were attempting to create 

a hierarchical structure of administrative jurisdictions subject to Cashel and its kings. 

CCCL states that Síl Cathail’s ancestor, Cairpre Crom, conceded three cúla 

(‘nooks’/‘corners’: presumably estates?) to Uí Cairpre as wergeld, all of which were 

outside the territories of Uí Cairpre within West Munster.75 One such was Cúl 

mBrochell, which can be located in the area around Uí Echach’s capital and assembly 

place, Raith Raithleann,76 identifiable with Garranes ringfort, which excavation has 

shown to have been occupied in c. around ADAD 450–550.77 Within Garranes 

hinterland, a broadly contemporary ogham stone commemorates a moccu Calliti, 

suggesting that in the 6th century the group controlling this area identified themselves 

                                                 
73 D. A. Binchy, ‘The Ddate and Pprovenance of Uraicecht Becc’, Ériu, 18 (1958), 44–54, at 52–3; L.  

Breatnach, ‘The Eecclesiastical Eelement in the Old-Irish Llegal Ttract Cáin Fhuithirbe’, Peritia, 5 

(1989),  

36–52; S. Ó Coileáin, ‘Mag Fuithirbe Rrevisited’, Éigse, 23 (1989), 16–26, at 25–6. 

74 Hull, ‘Conall Corc and the Corcu Loígde’, 892.  

75 Hull, ‘Conall Corc and the Corcu Loígde’, 904; Gleeson, Landscapes of Kkingship, p. 241. 

76 Gleeson, Landscapes of Kkingship, Cath Maige Mucrama, (ed.) Daly, pp. 51 and p. 83.  

77 Ó Ríordáin, ‘Garranes’; see also, Hogan, Onomasticon Goedelicum, p. 573; J. O’Driscoll,  

‘Geophysical Iinvestigations in the Garranes Eearly Mmedieval Llandscape’ (unpublished MPhil 

thesis, University College  

Cork MPhil thesis, 2010). 
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as Caltrige.78 As Uí Echach were most likely driven into this area through Uí Maic 

Láire’s expansion, they may have adopted the caput of a local polity (i.e. Caltrige), 

and utilised this landscape as the caput and assembly place thereafter of their own 

nascent over-kingdom. In any case, what CCCL’s reference to Cúl mBrochell 

intimates, is that any estate and assembly around Raith Raithleann was nonetheless 

subject to the authority of West Munster’s overlord, namely the king of Uí Cairpre. 

Perhaps most suggestive in this regard, is the following statement in CCCL:79 

 

<EXT>‘Cinel nAngse [Uí Enna Áine] … until recently was not wont to go to Cashel, 

for it conceded nought out of its share for mruig ríg. To Cinel nOengusa mac Nad-

Fraich Cashel belongs, for of the sons of Corc only Nad-Fraich gave mruig ríg to 

Cashel.</EXT>’ 

 

Mruig ríg effectively signified a royal demesne or estate.80 Therefore, this passage 

connects the privilege of access to over-kingship with whether or not a kindred gave 

over some of their land as royal demesne to Cashel’s kingship.81 Similarly, it 

intimates that during the 7th century Uí Maic Láire segmented into two rival 

                                                 
78 See R. A. S. Macalister, Corpus inscriptionum insularum Celticarum (Dublin, Four Courts Press,  

1945). 

79 Hull, ‘Conall Corc and the Corcu Loígde’, 905–6. 

80 See F. Kelly, Early Irish Ffarming (Dublin, DIAS, 1997), pp. 138 and pp. 403–4. 

81 T. M. Charles-Edwards, ‘Celtic Kkings: “‘Ppriestly Vvegetables”’?’, in S. Baxter, C. Karkov, J. 

Nelson and  

D. Pelteret (eds), Early Mmedieval Sstudies in Mmemory of Patrick Wormald (Surrey, Ashgate, 2009), 

pp.  

65–81, at pp. 72–6. 
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branches: a western branch of Cinel nAngse, who Byrne has shown to be equivalent 

with Uí Énna,82 the branch of Uí Maic Láire ruling a local kingdom around 

Knockainy; and Cinel nOengusa mac Nad Froich, amongst whom the ruling line was 

Síl Cathail.83 This passage thus suggests a dispute between these branches, most 

likely a by-product of Uí Énna’s reluctance to see Cashel, rather than Knockainy, 

become vested with Uí Maic Láire’s Munster-wide over-kingship.  

In early medieval Ireland, all major kingships had a landscape specifically 

associated with an óenach. This was the principal assembly of each level of polity, 

associated with horse-racing and feasting, but which also held legal and judicial 

functions, and was central to fostering supra-regional relationships and renewing 

kinship ties.84 The investing of a paramount kingship in the Rock of Cashel, 

appropriate to the newly formed Éoganachta and their Munster-wide hegemony, 

would undoubtedly have seen that new dynasty adopt an equally new place of 

assembly. Much like Tara, however, Cashel itself has little or no enduring association 

with assembly. Rather, it seems little coincidence that the landscape area which that 

has the best claim to have been an assembly of the kingship of Munster is Óenach 

Clochair, an extensive landscape surrounding Knocklong, Co. Limerick, focused on 

the low hill of Raheennamadra. Most suggestively, Óenach Clochair is located 

immediately south of Knockainy, as well as west of Emly, the pre-eminent 

ecclesiastical foundation within Munster.  

                                                 
82 F. J. Byrne, ‘Dercu: Tthe Ffeminine Fform of Mocu’, Éigse, 28 (1994), 42–70. 

83 On which, MacCotter, Colmán of Cloyne; MacCotter, ‘Túath, Mmanor and Pparish’. 

84 Byrne, Irish Kkings, pp. 30–1. For Óenaig at Emain, Dún Ailline and Cruachain: Ó Riain et al.,  

Historical Ddictionary of Gaelic Pplacenames: – A, pp. 61, p. 63 and p. 65. For Uisneach’s mór-dál 

(‘great- 

meeting’): Schot, ‘From Ccult Ccentre to Rroyal Ccentre’. 
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Óenach Clochair’s importance is moreover, testified by later texts (e.g. 

Seanches na Relig) which identify it as one of the chief cemeteries of Ireland and as, 

and moreover, the necropolis of Munster’s kings,85 implying a sepulchral dimension 

certainly borne out by a cluster of extensive, dense barrow cemeteries within and 

defining the assembly landscape.86 Furthermore, LiDAR survey has shown that the 

core focus of this landscape, the hill of Raheennamadra, describes an extensive multi-

period ceremonial complex, including a ceremonial hilltop barrow approached 

through a northeast–/southwest orientated avenue, and a large ceremonial oval 

enclosure which contains a ringfort, likely to have been a royal seat (Figure 16.8).87 

Being situated in the shadow of Knockainy, the importance of Óenach Clochair seems 

connected to its origins as most probably the ancestral assembly place of Uí Maic 

Láire. Its elevation to the status of provincial assembly place for Cashel’s kingship, 

and the newly created Munster-wide Éoganachta hegemony, was a development 

which that would have necessitated Uí Énna handing over part of their patrimony as 

mruig ríg for an over-king of Munster’s demesne. Within such a context, a dispute 

with their kin, namely Cinel nOengusa and Síl Cathail, seems much more intelligible.  

 

<H1>Making a Province: Ceremony</H1> 

 

                                                 
85 K. Kilpatrick, The Historical Interpretation of Early Medieval Insular Place-Names  

(unpublished DPhil thesis, University of Oxford DPhil thesis, 2011), pp. 401, p. 403 and p. 409; Ó 

Riain et al.,  

Historical Ddictionary of Gaelic Pplacenames: – A, pp. 62–3 and p. 65.  

86 Gleeson, ‘Assembly and Eelite Cculture’; see also, Grogan, North Munster Project. 

87 See M. Stenberger, ‘A Rringfort at Raheennamadra, Knocklong, Co. Limerick’, Proceedings of the  

Royal Irish Academy, 65C (1966), 37–54; Gleeson, ‘Assembly and Eelite Cculture’. 



As much as CCCL is concerned with estates and structures of assembly, importantly, 

it also attempted to re-codify the symbolism of inauguration ceremonies. The 

imperative to do this, of course, was the necessity of admitting the powerful non-Uí 

Maic Láíre dynasties of Uí Echach and Uí Cairpre to the Éoganachta fiction, but 

simultaneously denying them the right to hold Cashel or ability to rule Munster. This 

was accomplished, in the case of CCCL, through two episodes which that deny the 

ancestors of these dynasties the ability to complete the legal compact of tellach: it is 

stated that Fedlimid mac Tigernach, of Uí Echach Muman, ‘did not go to Cashel’, 

such that his queen, Cumman, lamented ‘the closing of Cashel against both of my 

horses’.88 Similarly, the ancestor of the Uí Cairpre, is said by CCCL to have been 

expelled from South Tipperary to West Munster, because he attempted to unyoke his 

horses on Mag Femen, the plain containing Cashel.89 Both of these episodes intimate 

an attempt to lay claim to Cashel through performance of the ritual of tellach, which 

was a legal compact associated with the claiming of a disputed estate or kin-land, the 

performing of which involved a claimant incrementally leading horses over ancestral 

ferta (‘burial mounds’) marking the boundary of disputed land, before, at the ritual’s 

culmination, lighting a fire at the heart of the estate, and circumambulating the lands 

claimed.90 

These episodes from CCCL are important for present purposes, because the 

inauguration ceremony of Cashel’s kings performed the ritual of tellach on a 

                                                 
88 Byrne, Irish Kings, p. 195; Hull, ‘Conall Corc and the Corcu Loígde’, 905. 

89 Hull, ‘Conall Corc and the Corcu Loígde’, 899. 

90 See T. M. Charles-Edwards, Early Irish and Welsh Kkinship (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 

1993),  

pp. 259–65. 
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monumental scale.91 This inauguration was a protracted procession, defined by a long, 

sunken avenue called the Dubhcloy.92 One approached the Rock from the northeast, 

ascending a low platform mound in Deansgrove townland before entering the adjacent 

Dubhcloy (Figure 16.9). Thereafter, one followed its course southwest for c. about 

800 m until it abruptly turned west at the Rock’s northeast corner, where the 

monument widens to run along the Rock’s north face and incorporate a now destroyed 

barrow. Subsequently, the processional route turned southwest and south, passing a 

mound on the edge of Loughnafina, and returning to the Rock’s northeast corner to 

ascend the summit.93 Upon At the Rock’s summit, we know very little of the nature or 

composition of this ritual, but there was an inauguration stone, Leac Cothriage, upon 

which a king stood.94 More pertinently, it appears a candidate would also light a fire 

under a yew tree atop the summit.95 From at least ADAD 800, candidates subsequently 

went to Raith na Irlann, which is Ballinree fort, SW southwest of the Rock, to be 

proclaimed to the people and have a blessing pronounced.96 One of the most tangible 

expressions of political suzerainty in early medieval Ireland was the handing over of 

                                                 
91 See D. Casey, ‘Studies in the Eexercise of Rroyal Ppower in Ireland, c. 650–1200AD 1200AD’ 

(unpublished  

PhD thesis, University of Cambridge PhD thesis, 2009); Bhreathnach, ‘Tara and Cashel’. 

92 Gleeson, ‘Constructing Kkingship’, 14–17. 

93 Gleeson, ‘Constructing Kkingship’; Gleeson, Landscapes of Kkingship, pp. 449–74. 

94 Hull, ‘The Exile of Conall Corc’, 949. On the location of this stone: Gleeson, ‘Kingship and 

Aarchitecture’, 10–12. 

95 Byrne, Irish Kings, pp. 181–4: Hull, ‘The Exile of Conall Corc’, 949. 

96 Dillon, ‘The Finding’, p. 72; Hull, ‘The Exile of Conall Corc’. For Raith na Irlann’s location: 

Gleeson, ‘Constructing Kkingship’, 17. 
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hostages by an inferior king to his superior, and, fittingly, Raith na Irlann was where 

the hostages of kings of Cashel were kept.97  

While the use of Raith na Irlann is an illuminating illustration of how 

authority was manufactured and suzerainty displayed through such rituals, the 

itinerary of inauguration heretofore described passed over a mound or barrow on at 

least three occasions, and culminated in the lighting of a fire atop the summit under a 

yew tree. This distinctive ceremony thereby echoed the different stages and 

symbolism of tellach, and within such a light the aetiological episodes in CCCL that 

deny both Uí Echach and Uí Cairpre any ability to claim Cashel or the kingdom 

associated with its rule, through tellach, become revealing. They illuminate the 

symbolism utilised by Síl Cathail to emphasise the unworthiness of any members of 

the Éoganachta family who were not Uí Maic Láíre, much like the opening quote’s 

statement that Cashel belongs to Uí Maic Láire’s ancestor, Nad Fraich. 

Heroic ages, like the hegemonies they forge, are, however, always evanescent. 

For Cashel, despite the practice of its kingship being produced to connote a pre-

ordained, sanctified and unchallenged hegemony, in reality its authority was fragile. 

The oscillating, fluxing and dynamic nature of the political landscape is testified by 

the fact that following Cathal mac Finguine’s death (742), Uí Maic Láire’s power 

went into abeyance for 50 fifty years, their polity disintegrating, and Munster again 

fragmenting into rival and competing lordships.98 If, as is usually suggested, it was 

                                                 
97 Rev. P. Power, The Life of St Declan of Ardmore (London, Irish Texts Society, 1914), § 28, p. 44. 

98 Anmchad mac Cú-Cherca’s activities in the annals suggest Osraige again dominated much of North 

and  

East Munster: A of Tig: Annals of Tigernach CELT database, 746 and 759, Annals of Ulster 754: 

<http://www.ucc.ie/celt/online/G100002/>  

([last accessed 20 June 20–6–12)], 746 and 759, Annals of Ulster 754. 
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West Munster’s Uí Cairpre king, Máel-Dúin mac Áedo (dob. 786), who checked Uí 

Maic Láire, then it may be no coincidence that the polity which that rose from these 

ashes completely dismantled Uí Cairpre’s power, to the point of political extinction, 

through a tract called The West Munster Synod (early 9th century):99 

 

<EXT>‘No king of Iarmumu [West Munster] shall rule … from the days of the king 

whose name shall be Máel Dúin, but Iarmumu shall be free by choice whatever king 

be in Cashel of the progeny of Óengus mac Nad-Fraich …  ... it should be he that 

should place a king over every túath in Munster.</EXT>’ 

 

This tract transferred the allegiances of West Munster’s vassal peoples directly to 

Cashel, unmediated by Uí Cairpre.100 More remarkable, howeverthough, are its claims 

that Cashel’s kings exercised the prerogative of installing a vassal king into his royal 

seat, and thereby possessed direct authority over such landscapes and any territories 

they symbolised. Royal sites and landscapes clearly remained cardinal to discourses 

of power and place, and as with the emphasis on tellach during inauguration, one 

might surmise a development here from suzerainty to sovereignty: the transformation 

of kingship based on military supremacy over a people, or amalgamation of that same, 

to something which that was increasingly institutionalised, and becoming identified 

with territorially defined lordships. 

 

<H1>Conclusion</H1> 

 

                                                 
99 Byrne, Irish Kings, pp. xxii and p. 217.  

100 Ó Buachalla, ‘Contributions Ttowards, II’, 72–81. 



While Irish tradition preserves remarkable archaisms, the evidence of Cashel’s origins 

and the genesis of Munster’s ‘provincial’ kingship suggest that the hierarchical 

provincial structure of lordship cannot simply be accepted as a universal constant and 

structuring principal of early Irish territoriality. The divisions of the cóicid detailed by 

the synthetic historians from the 8th century onwards, and the neat pyramidal 

structure of authority they imply, is no more timeless, immutable or enduring than the 

scholarship which that sustains that ancient orthodoxy. Rather than accept that 

structure as possessed of an archaic immutability, scholarship must engage with and 

interrogate evidence which that challenges its validity. 

In Ireland as much as anywhere else, genealogy represented something more 

valuable than biological affinity. It was a malleable charter of supremacy and 

suzerainty, and, above all, a conceptualisation of a perceived shared community.101 

Yet always ancestry was always linked symbiotically with authority. CCCL’s pseudo-

Éoganachta genealogical structure expressed the new and evolving political order, and 

in the process, created a hierarchical structure of lordship deeply implicated in 

developing a ‘landscape of governance’ through which the practice of Cashel’s 

kingship operated. This chapter’se foregoing’s core theme is the proposition that as 

kingdoms formed and disintegrated, dynasties waxed and waned, so to did the nature 

and role of royal landscapes change in step with the evolving structures of lordship. 

Precisely because they were symbols of regality, enmeshed in languages of shared 

community, and factual and mythical geographies not always easily distinguished,102 

                                                 
101 See D. Ó Corráin, ‘Creating the Ppast: Tthe Eearly Irish Ggenealogical Ttradition’, Peritia, 12 

(1998), 177– 

208. 

102 Y.-F. Tuan, Space and Pplace: Tthe Pperspective of Eexperience (Minneapolis, University of 

Minnesota  
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they were deeply implicated in polity formation. While there is no question that many 

were centres of exceptional importance at an early date, such dignity was not confined 

to the conventional provincial capitals, and thus one must allow for the fact that the 

scale of polity and community these places related to changed drastically over time, 

being inherently conditioned by the exigencies of the political landscape. 

                                                 
* This chapter forms part of a PhD undertaken in the Department of Archaeology University College 

Cork, funded by a W. J. Leen Scholarship from UCC and an Irish Research Council studentship. I am 

grateful to Richard O’Brien for providing dates from the NRA’s Cashel road scheme, and to the OSI 

and Kilkenny/Tipperary CoCos. for LiDAR data and aerial photography. Figures 16.7 and 16.8 were 

provided by The Óenach Project, funded by an IRC New Ideas grant. I am extremely grateful to my 

supervisor, Dr Tomás Ó Carragáin, for encouragement, debate, discussion and commentary on many 

aspects of this research. 
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